A growing number of control systems are distributed and based on the use of a communication bus. The distributed nodes execute periodic tasks, which access the bus by releasing the messages using a priority-based mechanism with the goal of minimal message response times. Instead of randomly accessing the bus, a dynamic scheduling of messages technique based on adaptation of time offsets between message releases is used. The presented algorithm, called DynOAA, is executing on each node of the distributed system. It takes into account the current traffic on the bus and tries to avoid simultaneous release of messages by different nodes, hence reduces the likelihood of conflicts and need for repeated release. In this paper, we first address single bus (segment) systems and then extend the model and the offset adaptation algorithm to systems that use multiple buses (segments) connected by a communication gateway. A rating function based on the average of maximum response times is used to analyze DynOAA for the case of CAN-bus systems based on bit-accurate simulations. Experiments show the robustness of the algorithm (1) in case of fully asynchronous systems, (2) ability to deal with systems that change their configuration (add or remove message release nodes) dynamically and (3) model systems containing multiple bus segments connected by a gateway. The approach is also applicable to other priority-based bus systems.
Introduction
In this paper, we target distributed control embedded systems based on the use of multiple computing nodes connected by a communication bus. Typical applications include automotive systems, industrial automation, home automation, healthcare systems and robotics. The common characteristic of such applications is that the communication over the bus is triggered periodically and the amount of data exchanged is relatively small. However, the time between sending data from the source node to receiving it on the destination node, called message response time, is crucial and subject to real-time constraints. An example of communication bus and protocol perfectly suited for this task is the Controller Area Network (CAN) [1] . In this paper, we will focus on CAN, but the methods introduced are in principle suited for any priority-based communication protocol.
The design of the communication system in distributed control systems is a very complex task, which is very often performed using hand-based procedures, which is error prone, and time consuming when needed to repeat because of the change of system configuration and requirements. The use of automated methods and tools is a better option, but fails if the design is faced with large design space, which increases the computational complexity of the task, hence making design tools effectively unusable. Also, the use of design tools is based on the assumption that all design parameters and inputs are known in advance, which most often is not the case. For example, message release offsets [7] , an efficient technique to reduce response times of the communication bus, can be calculated in advance, but the assumption that their statically calculated values will be the best throughout system operation results in a pessimistic solution, with non-optimal use of the system bus. We want to avoid these disadvantages of offline methods by considering the current traffic situation and adapt online.
We recently proposed [12] a solution of dynamically adapting the message release offsets by individual nodes (and software tasks) of the distributed system, which resulted in the reduced message response times for CAN-based systems. Compared to our initial work, this paper presents several new contributions: (1) The formal model is refined and extended to systems with multiple bus segments.
(2) The rating function of the schedule is further improved to allow a better comparison between schedules of different approaches and scenarios. (3) We loosen the assumption that the monitoring period of DynOAA is synchronized and demonstrate that it has only little influence on the performance of the method. (4) We conducted experiments which incorporate dynamic changes of the system configuration during run-time and show the robustness of DynOAA. (5) The behavior of the system is experimentally analyzed for the case that only a fraction of all nodes apply DynOAA. Finally, (6) first preliminary results for using DynOAA on systems with multiple bus segments are obtained and reported.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the problem and position our work in the context of related work. Section 3 gives the details of the proposed dynamic adaptation method, the dynamic offset adaptation algorithm (DynOAA), and illustrates its operation for single-segment systems. Section 4 further extends DynOAA to allow the use in multi-segment systems and evaluates it by the developed simulator. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.
